SEAL BETWEEN DUPONT ™ FLEXWRAP ™ AND WINDOW FRAME USING AN APPROVED SEALANT.

TURN UP DUPONT ™ FLEXWRAP ™ AND ADHERE TO BLOCKING

BACKER ROD AND SEALANT AS AIR SEAL

WINDOW FRAME

SEAL DUPONT ™ FLEXWRAP ™ TO DUPONT ™ TYVEK® STUCCOWRAP®

TYPICAL WALL
INTERIOR GYPSUM BOARD
STEEL STUDS W/BATT INSULATION
EXTERIOR GYPSUM BOARD
DUPONT™ TYVEK® STUCCOWRAP®
RIGID INSULATION
BASE COAT W/ EMBEDDED REINFORCING MESH FINISH COAT

EIFS - BRICK MOLD WINDOW SILL

• SEAL ALL DUPONT™ TYVEK® SEAMS AND REPAIR MINOR HOLES WITH DUPONT™ TYVEK® TAPE.
• FASTEN DUPONT™ TYVEK® WITH APPROVED FASTENERS AND SPACING.
• INTERIOR VAPOR RETARDER MAY BE REQUIRED IN SOME REGIONS.
• LOCAL LAWS, ZONING, AND BUILDING CODES VARY AND THEREFORE GOVERN OVER MATERIAL SELECTION AND DETAILING SHOWN ABOVE.